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REPORT

Electromagnetic Survey on the Oslund Claim Group 
Strathy Township, Ontario

An electromagnetic survey was conducted between May 16 and 
May 30, 1959, inclusive, over an area of eleven claims, bearing numbers 
T-U5510 to T-U5512 inclusive and T-ii55i?2 to T-1^559 inclusive, located 
in the central part of Strathy '^ownship, District of Temiskaming, 
Ontario.

Purpose of the Survey

On the property covered by the above mentioned claims several 
sulphide showings are known to occur. Some of the sulphide showings 
carry values in gold and silver and in places copper values can be ob 
tained. Favourable geological conditions are present in the area for 
mineral deposition. Much of tiie property is overlain by overburden. In 
view of the above, an electromagnetic survey appeared warranted to assist 
in locating the possible presence of sulphide bodies of economic interest.

General Geology

The property is underlain for the greater part by Keewatin acid 
volcanic rocks with rhyolite, most of which is highly sheared, being the 
predominant rock type. Some patches of diorite and diabase were observed 
in the northwest, central and southeast portion of the property. Some 
small outcrops of olivine diabase were observed in the area of Doris Lake. 
These outcrops are part of a diabase dyke traversing the south west port 
ion of the property in a northwest direction. Some faulting and folding 
is present. Exploration wDrk comprising prospecting, trenching and dia 
mond drilling carried out in the past has located several quartz veins 
some of which carry trace to small amounts of gold and silver. Two or 
three sulphide showings have been drilled with low returns in gold values 
having been received. Some magnetic iron formation is present in the 
south portion of the property. The iron formation strikes northeast and 
dips southeast at steep angles. Grade of the iron formation is too low 
to be considered of economic interest.

The property was mapped during mapping of the general area con 
ducted by W.W. Moorhouse for the Ontario Department of Mines. The data 
are compiled on Map Wo. 5le which accompanies Volume L l, Part 6, Ontario 
Department of Mines Annual Heport, 19lj2.

Technical Data

The electromagnetic survey was conducted with a Sharpe SE 200 
anit which employs a frequency of 1200 c.p.s. and an intermittent signal*
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This frequency allows for good penetration. The intermittent signal 
renders the readings of the null tilt angle much easier and consequent 
ly more accurately even with considerable background interference. 
Separation of up to 500 feet plus between transmitter and receiver can 
be used. However, during the course of the present survey separation 
of 2J?0 to 350 feet were found to give the best performance.

The SE 200 electromagnetic unit allows the use of several 
configurations at any set up and because of this considerable addition 
al information can be obtained when desired.

At all stations of the survey configuration "A", vertical trans 
mitter coil and horizontal receiver coil, was employed, where readings 
of interest were received additional readings were taken by other con 
figurations, ihe various configurations are referred to as "A", "B", 
"C", and "D". The figure appearing at a station on the accompanying map 
in all cases shows the reading obtained by configuration "A". Should 
other configurations have been employed as well their letter and reading 
will appear in brackets alongside of the configuration "A" reading. As 
an example the reading 2(B-OjC2E) indicates that the configuration 
"A" reading is 2; the configuration "B" reading is O, and the config 
uration "C" reading is 2 east.

Configuration "A" employes a vertical transmitter coil and 
a horizontal receiver coil and it is use 
ful for outlining vertical conductors 
especially those which strike perpendic 
ular to the direction of traverse.

Configuration "B" employes a horizontal transmitter coil
and a vertical receiver coil and is very 
useful for outlining vertical conductors 
particularly their width.

Configuration "C" employes a vertical transmitter coil with 
the axis pointing toward the receiver and 
the receiver coil is horizontal and at 90 
degrees to the transmitter. This config 
uration is useful for locating short con 
ductors.

Configuration "D" which is more or less the reverse of con 
figuration "C" is useful for locating the 
centers of flat lying conductors.

During most of the survey the transmitter and receiver moved 
simultaneously on parallel lines directly opposite each other and more 
or less perpendicular to the geological strike of the area.

Results

The results of the electromagnetic survey are shown on the map 
accompanying this report. Numerous conductors were found during the survey.



Several of the conductors are weak and could be attributed to overburden 
and/or slight misorientation of the transmitter coil. It should also be 
noted that conditions of rugged topography are present in areas of many 
isolated weak conductors and it is felt that misorientation as being the 
cause of such conductors is highly probable.

The more significant conductor trends appear in a northeast 
direction which is more or less parallel the general geological strike 
of the area. A greater concentration of conductors is found along the 
southeast boundary of the property/and parallel the strike of a large 
sulphide zone which continues into the property along the northeast shore 
of Vermilion Lake, from the May f air property immediately to the south. 
Scattered magnetic iron formation is also known to be present along part 
of the southeast boundary of the property and this may also contribute to 
the presence of the larger number of conductors in that area.

A weak electromagnetic trend was found passing just south of 
the No. 3 post of claim number T-U5557 and indicated on the map as Zone A. 
The northeast end of the zone is in sheared rhyolite which contains minor 
amounts of finely dissimilated pyrite. The other conductor axis locations 
in the zone are in overburden areas. Additional detailed electromagnetic 
work on this zone is warranted. ^hould additional electromagnetic work 
prove encouraging additional prospecting and trenching should be carried 
out to attempt to establish the cause and merits of the conductor.

Another conducting area, Zone B, is located to the south and 
east of Zone A. The conductor axis is confined chiefly to a swampy over 
burden covered area and could well be attributed to conductors in the 
overburden. No mineralization was observed in the immediate vicinity, 
further checking of this zone by electromagnetic methods is recommended.

Conducting Zone C is located approximately UOO to 500 feet south 
of Zone B and, for the most part, is confined to areas of overburden, 
.farts of the zone exhibit strongly conducting conditions. * program of 
detailed electromagnetic work is warranted for this zone to further evaluate 
its possibilities.

Zone D indicates a strong conductor of short length. The 
strongest conducting part being on line R 77 in the northeast corner of 
claim No. T-U5553. The conductor appears to weaken both east and west of 
line R 77. The strongest part of the conductor is overburden covered. At 
the northeast end of the conducting zone some trenching had been done in 
past years and scattered pyrite mineralization was observed. A sulphide 
zone is also known to occur about 250 feet to the southj the latter zone 
was diamond drilled with several holes. The best intersection obtained 
being 0.31 ounces of gold over a width of 0.5 feet. Zone D could be a 
parallel zone to the one which was drilled to the south. Some more de 
tailed electromagnetic check work is recommended of the immediate area of 
the conducting zone.

Conducting zones L and F, located in the southeast parts of 
claim Nos. T-U5555 and T-l*5552 respectively, appear to be parts or con-
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tinuations of one conducting zone which may be related to the sulphide body 
striking northeast from the Mayfair Mines limited property to the south. 
These conductors also parallel iron formation which undoubtedly help give 
rise to these conductors.

The southwestern end of conducting Zone E is known to lie on or 
near a sulphide zone as exposed in outcrop and by several shallow diamond 
drill holes. The rest of the conductor is overlain by swampy overburden. 
In the portion of tiie conductor already drilled it is believed that no 
values of economic importance have been found.

Most of trie conducting Zone F is covered by overburden. Trench 
ing has been performed on the northeast end of the zone and a few narrow 
sulphide zones (pyrite) and quartz veins were uncovered. Some diamond 
drilling has been carried out on the zone and results obtained were erratic.

On claim No. T-U^5lO several small but strong conductors or cross 
overs are indicated on some lines. There is considerable outcrop, being 
chiefly sheared rhyolite, in the area. Only sparse pyrite mineralization 
was observed in most outcrops. The topography on the southeastern half of 
the claim is extremely rugged and because of this fact as well as due to 
the presence of considerable outcrop it is felt that several of the indic 
ated conductors are due to misorientation of the transmitter. One or two 
electromagnetic check traverses could be carried out if in the area to 
check other conducting zones.

Summary

An electromagnetic survey was conducted on the Oslund eleven 
Claim Uroup in Strathy Township, Ontario. Several electromagnetic con 
ductors which were found during the survey appear to be caused by condit 
ions of overburden and rugged topography resulting in possible misorient 
ation. Six conductor zones being called A, B, C, D, Ei and F were found. 
It is recommended that the first four mentioned zones be given additional 
detailed electromagnetic check work in an attempt to further evaluate 
their merits. Some close prospecting of the zones is also recommended.

Respectfully Submitted,

Donald tt. Smith, B.Sc 
Franc. R. Joubin 6 Associates 
Mining Geologists limited, 
619 - 68 Yonge Street, 
Toronto, Ontario

August Hi, 1959
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